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Optimal Estimation of Dynamic Systems, Second Edition (Chapman & Hall/CRC Applied Mathematics & Nonlinear Science)CRC Press, 2011

	Optimal Estimation of Dynamic Systems, Second Edition highlights the importance of both physical and numerical modeling in solving dynamics-based estimation problems found in engineering systems. Accessible to engineering students, applied mathematicians, and practicing engineers, the text presents the central concepts and...
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Soil: The Skin of the Planet EarthSpringer, 2015

	The main focus of this monograph is to explain the important role of soil and the environment to a broad audience. Soil is one of the five essential factors crucial for human life. On the one hand the authors describe a responsible approach and use of soil, established on a basic knowledge of the nature of soil and the countless ongoing...
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Secure Information Management Using Linguistic Threshold Approach (Advanced Information and Knowledge Processing)Springer, 2013

	In recent years, cryptographic techniques for protecting and hiding secret information have been included in directions of research on intelligent information management. Data can be managed securely due to the use of algorithms for ensuring the confidentiality of data, information splitting techniques as well as protocols for sharing...
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Big Data Analytics with SAS: Get actionable insights from your Big Data using the power of SASPackt Publishing, 2017

	Leverage the capabilities of SAS to process and analyze Big Data


	About This Book

	
		Combine SAS with platforms such as Hadoop, SAP HANA, and Cloud Foundry-based platforms for effecient Big Data analytics
	
		Learn how to use the web browser-based SAS Studio and iPython Jupyter Notebook...
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Rapid Java Persistence and Microservices: Persistence Made Easy Using Java EE8, JPA and SpringApress, 2019

	
		
			Gain all the essentials you need to create scalable microservices, which will help you solve real challenges when deploying services into production. This book will take you through creating a scalable data layer with polygot persistence. You’ll cover data access and query patterns in Spring and JPA in high-performance...
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Machine Learning for Mobile: Practical guide to building intelligent mobile applications powered by machine learningPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Leverage the power of machine learning on mobiles and build intelligent mobile applications with ease

	
		Key Features

		
			Build smart mobile applications for Android and iOS devices
	
			Use popular machine learning toolkits such as Core ML and TensorFlow Lite
	
			Explore...
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R Reference Manual: Base Package, Vol. 1Network Theory, 2003

	This manual is the first volume of the reference documentation for R, a powerful free environment for statistical computing and graphics. The main commands of the base package of R are described in this volume. A second companion volume "The R Reference Manual - Base Package - Volume 2" (ISBN 0-9546120-1-9) covers the R commands for...
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Advances in Information and Communication: Proceedings of the 2019 Future of Information and Communication Conference (FICC), Volume 1 (Lecture Notes in Networks and Systems)Springer, 2019

	
		This book presents a remarkable collection of chapters that cover a wide range of topics in the areas of information and communication technologies and their real-world applications. It gathers the Proceedings of the Future of Information and Communication Conference 2019 (FICC 2019), held in San Francisco, USA from March 14 to 15,...
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Cognitive Superiority: Information to PowerSpringer, 2020

	
		In a world of accelerating unending change, perpetual surveillance, and increasing connectivity, conflict has become ever more complex. Wars are no longer limited to the traditional military conflict domains?land, sea, air; even space and cyber space. The new battlefield will be the cognitive domain and the new conflict a larger...
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MCSE: Windows Server 2003 Network Security Design Study Guide (Exam 70-298)Sybex, 2004
Microsoft’s Microsoft Certified Systems Administrator (MCSA)  and Microsoft Certified Systems Engineer (MCSE) tracks for Windows Server 2003  are the premier certifications for computer industry professionals. Covering the  core technologies around which Microsoft’s future will be built, this program  provides...
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Programming Web Services with PerlO'Reilly, 2002
Programming Web Services with Perl is written for Perl programmers who have no prior knowledge of web services. No understanding of XML-RPC or SOAP is necessary to be able to apply these technologies easily, through the use of publicly available Perl modules detailed in the book. If you're interested in applying...
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Writing Effective Use CasesAddison Wesley, 2000
Writing use cases as a means of capturing the behavioral requirements of software systems and business processes is a practice that is quickly gaining popularity. Use cases provide a beneficial means of project planning because they clearly show how people will ultimately use the system being designed. On the surface, use cases appear to be a...
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